Contact Us

Who we are
HD ABA Consultancy is a small behaviour
consultancy provider based in the North. We
deliver ABA consultation

Email: info@hdabaconsultancy.org.uk
Website: www.hdabaconsultancy.org.uk

and training

services in Yorkshire, Greater Manchester,

07738216356

Lancashire and Merseyside.
Being a small consultancy means we can
deliver a consistent and personalised service
specifically tailored to your child and their

Facebook: hdabaconsultancy
Twitter: hdabaconsult

needs.

What we do
At HD ABA we work with your child’s
motivation and interests to teach them the
necessary skills to enable and increase their
interaction with the social world. We can
support a wide range of skill building
including communication, social interaction,
academic, play, and socialisation. Through
in

depth

assessment

and

ongoing

monitoring of your child’s progress, we are
able to systematically improve your child’s
skills

by working on their deficits and

building on their strengths

HD Applied
Behaviour Analysis
Consultancy

Consultancy
We offer ongoing consultancy on an hourly
rate basis. This allows you the flexibility to
book in consultations as convenient to you.

Pricing

Start Up Package
We offer flexible fixed rate start –up
packages which give you everything you
need to start your ABA journey at a price
you can afford and no nasty surprises on
your invoice. We can also offer a payment
plan to make starting your journey even
easier - Please do get in touch for details.

Consultancy from Board Certified
Behaviour Analyst, Adele Norman £70 per
hour*

We offer a free, no
obligation visit for all
families interested in
ABA services!
Contact us to arrange!

Consultancy from Case Manager, Toni
Howarth, £55 per hour*

Tutors
It is well known the difficulty families can
have in sourcing tutors to work on their
child’s ABA program. Whilst we do not
provide tutors here at HD ABA, we have

All start up packages include:

made links with several Universities and

1 day of direct assessment with your child

hold a database of many potential tutors

1 day of initial training in basic principles of
ABA

interested in a career in aba whom we can

Half day working directly with your child
implementing recommendations based on
assessment.
Without Assessment Report £750 *
With Assessment Report £800*
*Prices quoted do not include mileage charged at 36p per mile

train as part of your aba team!

